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By DON WALL (sc)
Don Wall (SC) traveled to Spain in November 2017 and
managed to take the Gredos, Beceite, Southeastern and Ronda
ibex as well as the Mallorcan wild goat, all with Antonio Teruel
of Iber Hunting. Soon after his hunt, Don provided this report:
I would like to tell you about a trip I took to Spain this year, but
first I want to share some details about myself. I am 74 years old
and have been booking at least one guided hunt every year since
1976, except for 2016. These hunts were for everything from quail
to elephants. After two years of failing health, in 2015, I booked a
hunt to Pakistan, which I felt would surely be my last trip. I had a
guide by the name of Mete Babayigit from Turkey. During the hunt,
I was struggling physically and thought I would have to quit, but
Mete would not let me. He said, “Just hold on to me, I will carry
you if necessary.” We were successful. Four weeks after returning
home, I was diagnosed with a meningioma, a form of brain tumor.
Mete and I continued to stay in touch. After three operations and a
year of recovery, Mete told me he had a hunt he thought I could do
if I could get back into reasonable shape.
The plan was to hunt all four ibex in Spain with Antonio Teruel
of Iber Hunting, a friend of Mete’s, starting with the easiest and

This Gredos ibex was taken from Spain by Don Wall (SC) in December
2017. Don was hunting with Antonio Teruel.

Don Wall (SC, right) with his son Chuck and
Don’s Southeastern ibex taken in November
2017 with Iber Hunting.
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working up to the hardest. If at any time I needed to quit, I could.
The hunt sounded so appealing that I also booked a hunt for my
oldest son, Chuck, for three ibex. Upon arriving in Malaga, Chuck
left with one of Antonio’s guides, and Mete and I left with Antonio.
Within an hour, we were hunting in a national park.
The only criticism I have ever heard of Spain is that it was more
or less a spot and shoot hunt. We did not find that to be true. We had
to work for our animals. There are just so many animals there that
it is hard to not be successful. It is a true free-range hunt. Chuck
and I were each successful. I even had time to fly to Mallorca for
a Mallorcan wild goat.
I would have to rate this as the best overall experience I have
had in my 40 years of guided hunts. Antonio was the perfect host
and seemed to know everyone in Spain. We stayed in nice hotels,
and the food was delicious. I had to pass on dinner five nights
because I had eaten so much for breakfast and lunch.
Chuck is booking for the Gredos he did not have a tag for in
2018, and my other son is booking for 2019. I was surprised to find
that maybe I am not too old to hunt, and Mete is looking for a hunt
for us in 2018 in Pakistan.

Don Wall (SC, right) took this Beceite ibex on a hunt in Spain during
December 2017 with Antonio Teruel (left) of Iber Hunting.

Don Wall (SC, left) with Mete Babayigit
and Don’s Ronda ibex taken from Spain,
November 2017. Don’s hunt was conducted
with Iber Hunting.

L to R: Mete Babayigit (Turkey), Antonio
Teruel (Spain) and Don Wall (SC) with Don’s
Mallorcan wild goat taken from Spain,
December 2017.
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MILESTONE

_______________________________________________________________________________
RUSTY BLYLER • November 21, 2017
Rusty Blyler (PA) had a whirlwind hunt
in Spain during November 2017 where he
took nine different species of mountain
game and 12 total animals. Rusty was
hunting with Antonio Teruel of Iber
Hunting and was able to achieve his Capra
World Slam on the hunt. Rusty had this to
report about his experience:
It all started when I decided to purchase
an ibex hunt that was available during the
silent auction at the 2016 GSCO Slam Quest Convention. I had
no knowledge about the outfitter, but the late Dennis Campbell
assured me that Iber Hunting was a class act… and as always,
Dennis was spot on. To get the ball rolling, I had started working
with Antonio and his wife, Mercedes, and before I knew it, I had
eight animals booked. The decision was made to do the hunt in
November 2017, and October 31, I was on my way to Madrid to
start my 25-day Spain safari.
The number of animals I booked, along with the distance we
needed to travel between them, was a concern for me as I was not
sure this could all be done in 25 days. But, Antonio made it look

easy. Only seven days into the hunt, I had already taken both the
Pyrenean and Cantabrian chamois, as well as a very good Gredos
ibex. By day 12, we hunted an aoudad sheep, Southeastern ibex,
and European mouflon, and were able to take a wild boar and
female mouflon along the way. At this point, we found ourselves
ahead of schedule, so we decided to take a side trip to Mallorca,
where we were able to successfully hunt the Mallorcan wild goat.
With Iber Hunting being a licensed travel agent, an added trip
such as this was easy to do! By day 15, we were back on mainland
Spain hunting ibex again. Over the next eight days, I was able to
take a great Ronda ibex, a fantastic Beceite ibex and a second
Southeastern ibex. I was even able to add a female Southeastern
ibex to help fill my Spain mountain mount.
When the smoke finally cleared, I had harvested a total of 12
animals and covered the entire country of Spain, all in 25 days.
This is truly the trip of a lifetime. Antonio, Mercedes, and the
entire group with Iber Hunting are top-notch. Everything from the
pre-trip planning, to the 5-star lodging where we stayed were first
class. Even the food was over the top. One week into the hunt, I
told Antonio we needed to back off on the food, as my wife would
not believe I was sheep and goat hunting if I come home gaining

Rusty Blyler (PA) took this Cantabrian chamois
from Spain in November 2017. Rusty was
hunting with Antonio Teruel of Iber Hunting.

This aoudad sheep was taken from Spain by
Rusty Blyler (PA), November 2017. Rusty was
hunting with Antonio Teruel of Iber Hunting.

Rusty Blyler (PA) with his Pyrenean chamois
taken from Spain, November 2017. Rusty was
hunting with Antonio Teruel.

This Gredos ibex from Spain was taken in
November 2017 by Rusty Blyler (PA). Rusty
was huntin with Iber Hunting.

Rusty Blyler (PA) with his European mouflon
taken from Spain in November 2017.

In November 2017, Rusty Blyler (PA) got this
fantastic Beceite ibex in Spain.
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Rusty Blyler (PA) is seen here with a great
Ronda ibex he took in Spain in November
2017 with Antonio Teruel.

Rusty Blyler (PA) achieved his Capra World
Slam with this Southeastern ibex taken in
November 2017.

weight.
For all you North American mountain hunters, Spain is a
beautiful, exciting, and affordable mountain hunt. At the end of
the day, I spent 25 days and was able to harvest 12 animals, all
for about the same price as a Stone sheep hunt in BC. To obtain a
great value, and experience the trip of a lifetime, Iber Hunting is
the place to start!

This Mallorcan wild goat was taken from
the Island of Mallorca by Rusty Blyler (PA) in
November 2017.

1. American mountain goat (2007) 2. Mid-Asian ibex (2010)
3. Dagestan (Eastern) tur (2017) 4. Kuban (Western) tur (2017)
5. Caucasian chamois (2017) 6. Mid-Caucasian tur (2017) 7.
Cantabrian chamois (2017) 8. Gredos ibex (2017) 9. Pyrenean
chamois (2017) 10. Beceite ibex (2017) 11. Ronda ibex (2017)
12. Southeastern ibex (2017) 13. Mallorcan wild goat (2017)
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was for mid-Caucasian tur in KabardinoBalkariya, Russia. We have a photo of
Dennis with his mid-Caucasian tur we
would like to share here.
Brian Tallerico (WY) hunted Dagestan
(Eastern) tur in Azerbaijan during May
2016 with Recep Ecer of Frontier
Outdoor Adventure and had this to report:
Everything you have heard about hunting
the Dagestan (Eastern) tur is true. In May
2016 I joined some of my friends from
Kryptek Outdoor Group and embarked
upon an adventure none of us will soon
forget. It was an epic adventure from the
very beginning. Just getting to Azerbaijan
was a challenge and after settling in the
hotel in Sheki, we soon found our way into
the Caucasus Mountains and one of the
most daunting landscapes on the planet.
We had separated into three groups in
different camps, but we all saw dozens of
animals every day. Horrible weather made
it difficult for me to tag out early and we
switched camps with only two days left
in the hunt. On the very last day, we left
our base camp at 5,000 feet and hiked
up to 8,000 feet where we had expected
to see the tur. Well, thanks to a breeding
pair of Eurasian brown bears, the tur had
vanished. Fortunately (or unfortunately!),
we were able to spot them a couple of miles
away and decided to go after them since
the hunt was almost over. Of the four of
us in the group, only two had decent boots
that could withstand the climb over vicious
terrain. So, my guide Tral and I marched
on up to over 10,000 feet and made our
final approach to the band of tur that were
feeding on a sheer cliff close to one of the
other camps. This made it possible for my
friends to watch the whole thing.
The animals were lower than us, so we
descended for about an hour, got within
450 yards and settled in for the shot. We
picked out what looked to be the oldest and
heaviest billy and at the sound of the shot
he tumbled down the cliff to a glacier in the
canyon below. It took a little while to get to
him and when we did we were both amazed
at his mass and age. Though he was heavily
broomed, we were able to count at least 13
annuli, thus estimating him at 15-16 years

Alan Brimacombe (AB) arrowed this SCI #2
Alpine ibex on a hunt in Bulgaria during
September 2016. Alan was hunting with
Safari Season.

Tyler Brimacombe (AB, left) with his father,
Alan Brimacombe (AB, right) and Tyler’s
Rocky Mountain mule deer taken from
Alberta, November 2015.

old and the oldest tur they had taken in the
area in over 15 years.
The adventure wasn’t quite over, because
as we headed for camp we were caught in
a lightning storm on the bald top of the
mountain where I experienced “St. Elmo’s
Fire” on top of my walking stick! And the
fact that the Russian Federation was only
one mountain away made it even more
exhilarating. The people of Azerbaijan are
friendly, gracious and amazingly tough
and helped make this hunt one of my most
memorable.
Alan Brimacombe (AB) is now halfway
toward achieving his Capra World Slam:
I took an Alpine ibex in Bulgaria with
Sani Doncheva from Safari Season on
September 18, 2016. The weather was
unseasonably warm that fall. This had
caused havoc with my just-completed red
deer hunt where the stags had been lying
very low. Upon getting to the Balkan
Mountains, I was informed that a couple of
ibex had left the mountains and gone down
to the lowlands to stay by some ponds of
water. Within a few hours I had taken my
Alpine ibex with my bow. To be honest, I
thought it a long shot for me to get an ibex
with a bow. Miracles happen sometimes.
For all the trips where I dragged a bow
along with no chance of using it, it made it

all worthwhile.
I was able to take a Balkan chamois
on September 21, 2016. The day started
before dawn. I could see my local guides
wondering if I was up to the challenge. I
believe there were even thoughts that I
might require a horse to get to the top. I
asked for no quarter and gave none. I got
on the heels of my local guide and never
looked back. We traveled 17 kilometers that
day in the Rhodope Mountains. I always
stayed within a couple of steps of the guide.
We were able to harvest a nice Balkan
chamois in mid-afternoon (my shooting
wasn’t as strong as my hiking that day). I
was extremely pleased with the chamois. I
have to admit, when Sani asked my local
guide in Bulgarian what he thought of me,
he said, “strong walker;” that moment of
respect was just as important as any other
point of my entire trip.
Alan’s son Tyler Brimacombe (AB)
took a Rocky Mountain mule deer from
his home province of Alberta on November
30, 2015 which scored 140 5/8 SCI. Tyler’s
hunt was self-guided with his father.
Chuck Wall (MT) writes:
I recently completed the hunting trip of
a lifetime. I live, and hunt, in Montana,
(Continued on page 155)

Brian Tallerico (WY) took this ancient
Dagestan (Eastern) tur from Azerbaijan in
May 2016. Brian was hunting with Frontier
Outdoor Adventure.

This Balkan chamois was taken in the
Rhodope Mountains, Bulgaria by Alan
Brimacombe (AB) in September 2016, hunting
with Safari Season.
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Chuck Wall (MT) took this Ronda ibex near
Málaga, Spain in November 2017. Chuck was
hunting with Iber Hunting.

Several generous donors have stepped forward to perpetuate our Wounded Veteran Hunt program. At the
2018 Slam Quest Convention, there were two highly deserving Wounded Veterans invited as honorees. They were
Bradley A. Garfield (center photo, left) and Christopher Migliaro Jr. (center photo, right). Brad and Chris will be
hunting with Iber Hunting in Spain! All expenses will be covered by GSCO for these hunts (thanks to our generous
donors!). Please visit the GSCO blog at slamquest.org for more on their wonderful story. The 2019 hunt(s) will be
announced at the convention.
GSCO’s Wounded Veteran panel is composed of veterans Dan Adler, Seth Campbell, Keith Hite, Dale
Martin, and Harvey Trueblood. The panel will evaluate all entries received and choose the finalist(s). GSCO will
pay the air travel, hotel and convention expenses for the chosen finalist(s) to come to Las Vegas, Nevada for the
2019 GSCO Slam Quest Convention on January 30 – February 2.
APPLICANTS MUST SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING:
• A short written essay on why they should be chosen to have this opportunity to hunt
• Branch of military service
• Military career information
• Military injury information
• Their current ability to hunt
• Their past hunting experiences
• Photos - Both military and possibly hunting photos
If chosen as a finalist, one must be able to attend the 2019 GSCO Slam Quest Convention on January 30 – February 2.

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 14, 2018.
Email to: gsco@wildsheep.org
Or mail to: Grand Slam Club/Ovis, Attention: 2018 Wounded Veteran Hunt Program
P.O. Box 310727, Birmingham, AL 35231
Note: All entries must be received by the entry deadline. All entries become the exclusive property of GSCO, and none will be acknowledged
or returned. GSCO is not responsible for incomplete, illegible, misdirected, misprinted, forged, tampered with, altered, late, lost, damaged,
stolen, or postage-due submissions. All decisions by GSCO and the GSCO panel are final. GSCO shall have the right to modify, suspend, extend
or terminate the Wounded Veteran Hunt Program at any time without notice.
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José “Pepe” Marti (Spain) took this Blanford urial from Balochistan,
Pakistan, December 2017. Pepe was hunting with Zoon Safaris.

we took another plane to Karachi where we overnighted at the
Mövenpick Hotel. We felt the difference in temperature as we
left the plane, as the south of Pakistan is much warmer with
temperatures ranging 25°C at noon in winter! Karachi belongs to
the province of Sindh, where the ibex we were about to hunt takes
its name. But, we actually hunted in Dureji in the neighboring
province of Balochistan, although very close to the boundary. In
fact, the hunting area is beside Kirthar National Park, which is in
Sindh. In the morning we drove 2½ hours to the Prince Bhootani
concession and we lodged in a comfortable guest house. After
breakfast we went to hunt our first target, the Blanford urial. This
concession is very big, about 700 square kilometers and it is full of
game. Furthermore, there are people scouting animals every day,
so when the hunter arrives they know where to guide him.
We drove about half an hour to some hills where they had spotted
some good rams the day before our arrival. We started spotting
until we saw two rams, one of them with the shape I was looking
for; that is to say, with the horns making a circle. In fact, the other
ram could have been longer, but for me it was too open and I like
the points aiming toward the neck. We walked taking advantage of
the broken terrain hiding behind the hills until we were 204 meters
from the animals. The one I wanted was lying down and we could
hardly see his head. After fifteen minutes something alerted them
and they started to walk fast, just about to run. I was following
with the scope my ram and when he made the typical stop I took
him. He was a very nice trophy scoring 114 3/8 SCI.
After taking thousands of pictures, we drove to higher mountains
to find ibex. We walked to the top of a range and started spotting
from there, moving from one mountain to the other until we spotted
a large group of ibex at 367 meters. There were so many and all
so big that it was very difficult for me to understand which one Ali
was telling me to shoot. Besides that, we had a wrong wind and the
team was excited and talking too loud, and as a result the animals
started running and I missed the shot. We then ran to the next

(Continued from page 152)
and have hunted many other places in my
lifetime, including three excellent trips
to Africa. In November 2017, my father
and I traveled to Spain to hunt Spanish
ibex. We booked our trip with Antonio
Teruel and his world-class company Iber
Hunting through my father’s good friend
and hunting companion Mete Babayigit
from Turkey. Upon arrival in Málaga and
introductions with our new friends, Antonio
and my guide Sergio, and meeting Mete

José “Pepe” Marti (Spain, right) with Pablo Carol (Spain, left) of
International Wild Hunting and Pepe’s Sindh ibex taken from the
Kirthar Mountains, Pakistan, December 2017.

mountain to try to cut them off and we did; they were going uphill
at 214 meters. This time I was following the group with the scope
and I chose a black one that seemed very nice. When it stopped this
time, I succeeded with the shot. He was a beautiful animal with a
very nice horn shape. He scored 86 5/8 SCI.
One thing my guides and outfitters, especially Pablo, wanted
me to explain is that I could have shot bigger animals, but I
prefer older animals than young ones and in some cases I prefer a
determined shape than others. All the trophies I got are very nice,
in the case of the ibex, both have a hook at the end of the horns
and in the case of the urial, as I already said, his horns make a
perfect circle.
Just a few tips if you decide to go to Pakistan, which I strongly
recommend (this strong recommendation for Americans is just a
slight suggestion, because I don’t want to be sued by your lawyers
if you have a problem there…). People are extremely gentle and
helpful and I didn’t have any feeling of being at risk at any time,
but it is true that they have a culture and education very different
in many aspects to ours (Occidentals). First of all, be careful
taking pictures; never take a picture of a woman, and if you are
taking pictures of a man it is recommended to ask for permission.
About food, the only thing that is strictly forbidden is pork. For
we Spaniards, it is real punishment not to be allowed entry to a
country without our precious Iberian ham – but be aware that
carrying pork is not only an insult, but is illegal too. Regarding
alcohol, you can find it in some international hotels and if you
carry a couple of bottles with you there shouldn’t be any problem
as long as you drink them privately. Maybe your team would share
some schnapps with you!

at the airport, we were whisked away to
a beautiful Spanish hotel, and then taken
to a fine Spanish dinner. It was a classy
beginning to our awaiting adventure.
The following day, we all hunted
together, and I took my first ever ibex – a
Ronda. It was hard to decide what was
more beautiful, the hide or the horns.
At that point we split up, Sergio and I
traveling north to hunt for Beceite and
Sierra Nevada (Southeastern) and my
father, Antonio, and Mete remaining to hunt

Ronda. Upon arrival to the Spanish Sierra
Nevada Mountains we spotted several ibex
before dark, but were unable to make a
successful stalk on any legal males. After a
restful night and another wonderful dinner
in Bacares in a quaint Spanish inn – La
Fuentes, owned and operated by Sergio’s
mother and uncle – Sergio and I traveled
further north, where we were able to take
another excellent specimen, this time a
Beceite ibex. Having now taken two of the
three ibex I had come to hunt, we returned
Slam Quest #185
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This outstanding 14-year-old Beceite ibex was taken from
Sierra de Arcos, Spain by Alejandro Reyes (MX), November 2017.
Alejandro was hunting with Spanish Ibex.

Species: Beceite ibex
Date taken: November 24, 2017
Location where taken: Ariño, Teruel Province, Sierra de
Arcos, Spain
Outfitter: Spanish Ibex – Luis Miguel De La Rubia
Species: Pyrenean chamois
Date taken: November 26, 2017
Location where taken: La Bastide, Pyrénées-Orientales
Department, Pyrenean Mountains, France
Outfitter: Spanish Ibex – Luis Miguel De La Rubia
Guide: José Milián
Species: Mallorcan wild goat
Date taken: November 29, 2017
Location where taken: Sierra de Tramuntana, Mallorca

This Mallorcan wild goat was taken in November 2017 in Sierra de
Tramuntana, Mallorca, Spain by Alejandro Reyes (MX).

Island, Spain
Outfitter: Spanish Ibex – Luis Miguel De La Rubia
Guide: Pedro
1. American mountain goat (2005) 2. Himalayan ibex (2007)
3. Mid-Asian ibex (2007) 4. Balkan chamois (2008) 5. Bezoar
ibex (2008) 6. Dagestan (Eastern) tur (2008) 7. Kuban (Western)
tur (2009) 8. Caucasian chamois (2009) 9. Mid-Caucasian tur
(2009) 10. Gobi ibex (2011) 11. Altay ibex (2011) 12. Himalayan
tahr (2012) 13. New Zealand tahr (2013) 14. New Zealand
chamois (2013) 15. Alpine chamois (2015) 16. Chartreuse
chamois (2016) 17. Cantabrian chamois (2017) 18. Gredos ibex
(2017) 19. Southeastern ibex (2017) 20. Ronda ibex (2017) 21.
Beceite ibex (2017) 22. Pyrenean chamois (2017) 23. Mallorcan
wild goat (2017) 24. Feral goat (2014)

to Bacares, where I eventually took my
third and final animal, a majestic Sierra
Nevada or Southeastern ibex.
We then met back up with my father,
Antonio, and Mete and I was joyfully able
to accompany my father when he took his
Sierra Nevada ibex, an old bruiser for
sure (my father, or the ibex? Hmmm, that’s
a tough one…). I then had to return to
the states while my father stayed behind,

Chuck Wall (MT) took this Southeastern ibex
from the Sierra Nevada Mountains, Spain in
November 2017. Chuck hunted with
Iber Hunting.

This Beceite ibex was taken in Spain by Chuck
Wall (MT) during November 2017. Chuck
hunted with Iber Hunting.

eventually collecting all five species of
Capra he had come to hunt.
While this was clearly an extraordinarily
successful and enjoyable hunt based on
the magnificent Spanish ibex we were
fortunate enough to collect, I must say that
the hospitality and camaraderie that we
shared with our guides and all the people

we met along the way; the breathtaking
geological and architectural creations and
olive and almond groves we witnessed in
our travels and hiked through on our hunts;
the delicious Spanish food and superb
accommodations to which we were treated;
and the simple and relaxed immersion into
the old world Spanish lifestyle and culture
that we felt and experienced which could
not have been appreciated without such
marvelous hosts, is what put this particular
hunt over the top and made it one that
could never be equaled.
I can’t wait to return with my wife
and possibly my brother and his wife to
complete my Spanish ibex Grand Slam with
a Gredos ibex and accompany my loved
ones in their quest for their Spanish ibex
and adventure of a lifetime. I now dream of
it every night. I will see y’all soon!
Bob Keagy (CA) achieved the Triple
Slam in November 2017 with an Armenian
mouflon in Texas, the last sheep he needed
to complete his Ovis World Slam. Bob had
completed his Grand Slam in February
2017 with a California bighorn from BC,
and his Capra World Slam came in October
2010 with an Alpine ibex from Austria.
Even with his Triple Slam, Bob continues
Slam Quest #185
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Chief Warrant Officer
Five Bradley A. Garfield
enlisted in the United
States Marine Corps in
1982. In October 1983, he
participated in Operation
Urgent Fury to liberate the
island of Grenada. Only
seven days after Grenada’s
liberation, Brad was on board
the USS Guam en route to
Beirut, Lebanon where he
spent four months ashore
with the Multi-National
Peacekeeping Forces. In
February 2005, Bradley’s
EOD team deployed to
Iraq. Only three months later he was medevacced from
Iraq when an Improvised Explosive Device consisting
of a 155 millimeter and two 130 millimeter projectiles
blew up on him at a distance of five feet. He sustained
bilateral eardrum ruptures, numerous herniated discs, and
bilateral biceps tendon ruptures. He also required two knee
debridement’s to remove shrapnel from his left knee and
has been diagnosed with mild Traumatic Brain Injury. After
a very long recovery period, Bradley was able to complete
the remainder of his 30-plus year career in 2012. Some of
Bradley’s personal decorations include the Legion of Merit,
Purple Heart and Combat Action Ribbon.

Captain Christopher
Migliaro Jr. entered West
Point in June 2002 when the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
were just getting under
way. Upon graduation from
West Point he immediately
shipped out to Iraq in 2007.
After his first deployment as
a platoon leader he returned
to Fort Carson and began
preparing for Afghanistan
which he deployed to in
June 2009. Christopher was
a Company Commander
during this deployment
in charge of 145 men
operating out of the Pech River Valley, which was the most
kinetic and hostile terrain in all of Afghanistan. Christopher’s
first injury occurred when his patrol was caught in a
complex ambush. During this engagement, several rounds
penetrated his vehicle and he took bullet fragments to his
back and shoulder. His second injury occurred on his last
day in Afghanistan. As he was walking in an area close to
the base, automatic grenade rounds landed right behind him
and he was blasted to the ground, receiving shrapnel to the
back and the back of his head. He suffered a concussion,
traumatic brain injury and temporary loss of vision in his right
eye. Some of the awards Christopher received were the
Purple Heart, Bronze Star,
Iraq Campaign Medal,
Afghanistan
Campaign
Medal and Global War on
Terrorism Service Medal.

▼

Honorary GSCO Life Members CWO 5 Bradley Garfield
and Captain Chris Migliaro holding their GSCO life
member plaques. Both men, along with their wives,
Maile Bradley and Kate Migliaro, will be hunting with
Antonio Teruel of Iber Hunting this fall. It should be a
wonderful hunting adventure for these two fine men and
their wives. We look forward to sharing their hunt reports
in an upcoming issue of Slam Quest.

Bradley steps in to lend
support to Migliaro
during a difficult and
emotional moment.

Jim Shockey, Captain Chris Migliaro, Tom Miranda
and CWO 5 Bradley Garfield.
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